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Reagan announces defense plan for the future
WASHINGTON (API - President
Reagan said last night the United
States will begin work on a futuristic
defense system that could destroy
Soviet missiles in flight and render
"these nuclear weapons impotent and
obsolete."
The plan, announced in a nationally-broadcast speech from the Oval
Office, foreshadows a major departure from three decades of strategy
calling for deterring nuclear warfare
with the promise of massive retaliation.
Reagan said it could be the turn of
the century before such defensive
weapons could be produced. Apparently, his plan envisions laser and
particle-beam technology that now
exists more in theory than fact.
"Would it not be better to save lives
than to avenge them?" Reagan said.

He said after consulting with the Joint
Chiefs of Staff and other advisors, "I
believe there is a better way... that
we embark on a program to counter
the awesome Soviet missile threat
with measures that are defensive."
He said such a system posed a
"formidable technical task" that
might not be accomplished before the
end of the century.
"Yet current technology has attained a level of sophistication where
it is reasonable for us to begin this
effort," Reagan said. "It will take
years, probably decades, of effort on
many fronts."
REAGAN'S PROPOSALS came as
he renewed his push for a major
defense buildup, even as the House
neared a vote on a Democratic budget
plan that would slash that increase by

The United States and the Soviet
Union virtually are banned by treaty
from deploying an anti-ballistic missile system (ABM). But "Tonight,
consistent with our obligations under
the ABM treaty and recognizing the
need for close consultation with our
allies, I am taking an important first
step,'' that would employ different
technologies, he said.
Specifically, Reagan said he was
"directing a comprehensive and intensive effort to define a long-term
research and development program
to achieve our ultimate goal of eliminating the threat posed by strategic
nuclear missiles.
"This could pave the way for arms
control measures to eliminate the
weapons themselves," he said.
"We seek neither military superi-

ority nor political advantage," Reagan added. "Our only purpose - one
all people share - is to search for ways
to reduce the danger of nuclear war."
REAGAN NOTED the current policy of deterrence through the threat of
retaliation. "But what if free people
could live secure in the knowledge
that their security did not rest upon
the threat of instant U.S. retaliation to
deter a Soviet attack; that we could
intercept and destroy strategic ballistic missiles before they reached our
own soil or that of our allies?"
He said despite the difficulties, "is
it not worth every investment necessary to free the world from the
threat of nuclear war? We know it is."
The president said the United States
would continue to pursue nuclear
arms reductions, "negotiating from a

position of strength that can be en- and world peace; to give us the means
sured only by modernizing our strate- of rendering these nuclear weapons
impotent and obsolete."
gic forces."
My fellow Americans, tonight we
At the same time, he said, the
United States "must take steps to are launching an effort which holds
reduce the risk of a conventional the promise of changing the course of
military conflict escalating to nuclear human history," Reagan said. "There
war by improving our non-nuclear will be risks, and results take time.
"But with your support, I believe
capabilities."
Reagan said he recognized that we can do it, he said.
In a briefing before the speech, a
defensive systems "have limitations
and raise certain problems and ambi- senior administration official said the
C'ties. If paired with offensive sys- research will be aimed at lasers,
is, they can be viewed as fostering particle-beam weapons and other fuan aggressive policy, and no one turistic technologies that might shoot
down incoming missiles.
"The generic technologies are by no
"BUT WITH these considerations means mature, but they have been
firmly in mind," he added, "I call there for years," said the official, who
upon the scientific community who spoke on condition he not be identigave us nuclear weapons to turn their fied. "What is being launched today is
great talents to the cause of mankind a search for a plan."

NEWS IN BRIEF

Akron nurses
march, picket
during strike

Witnesses call in
A possible abduction reported Monday night probably was just an
argument between a man and
woman who knew each other,
according to William Bess, director of Campus Safety and Security.
Bess said Campus Safety received calls yesterday about the
incident, "and all reports thus far
indicate it was a dispute between
two individuals who knew each
other."
He said one person reported witnessing the two go in different
directions after reaching North
College Drive.
A sexual battery incident also
reported Monday night still is under investigation, Bess said. He
added Campus Safety received
about nine phone calls from people
yesterday who reported experiencing similar incidents recently.

AKRON (AP) - More than 400 registered nurses struck the city's secondlargest hospital yesterday, with about
150 sign-carrying strikers marching
in neat rows outside Akron General
Medical Center.
Negotiations between the hospital
and the Ohio Nurses Association
broke shortly before 9 p.m. Tuesday,
Kathleen Cash, head of the striking
nurses at Akron General, said.
ONA President Gene Shepard said
talks have been going on since February, with "a number of economic
and non-economic issues" unresolved. He declined to elaborate.
Ken Mack, a hospital vice president, said no talks are scheduled and
both sides are waiting for a federal
mediator's call before resuming.
Security guards were posted at
parking decks and at hospital entrances, and personnel department
staff members checked employee
identification badges as non-striking
workers reported for work.
"Negotiations reached an impasse
on Tuesday evening after an all-day
session with federal mediator David
Thorley," Mack said.
"Over the last two week*, we have
been gradually reducing the number
of patients we've been treating."
MACK SAID more than half the
hospital's 557 beds were filled, and he
said there are no plans to close any
part of the hospital or hire replacement nurses. "But this is an economic
strike," he said, noting that the hospital can temporarily replace strikers.
The last hospital contract offer
would have taken top pay for nurses
to $12.45 per hour by March 1985.
Starting pay would increase to $10.95
in the same period, with the wage
package representing a 25 percent
increase over a 33-month contract.
Mack said.
The pact would cost the hospital $2.5
million, including increases in pensions, insurance, vacation and other
benefits, be said.
"This strike comes at a time when
the medical center, like other hospitals, has been heavily restricted by
new federal and state cutbacks in
reimbursements," Mack said, referring to slashed Medicare ami Medicaid payments.
Hospital admissions are being limited, and critical emergency room
cases are being sent to the area's
three other hospitals, he said.
Negotiations between Akron General and the ONA have been rocky
from the start this year, officials said.
In January, before formal negotiations began, registered nurses rejected a hospital proposal to tax
themselves for every week their contract remained unsettled. The tax
would have started at 10 percent and
would have risen by 10 percent a week
to a maximum of 50 percent as an
incentive to reach an agreement. The
hospital would have contributed an
aual amount, with the money going
0 a nursing scholarship fund.
The nurses' contract with the hospital expired midnight March 17. The
association struck the hospital in 1977
to gain recognition. At that time,
there were about 350 registered
nurses in the unit A second threeyear contract was settled in 1950
without a strike.
Non-nursing employees at the hospital are represented by the United
Rubber Workers, who settled a contract with the hospital last year.

Glenn will run

Lookin* good
Scott Williams, a junior biology chemistry major, models for the "Collegiate Appeal" calendar, the 1983-1984 version
of "Men of BGSO", which will be available in September.

Senate votes to exempt civil servants
WASHINGTON (AP) -The Senate
voted yesterday to give new federal
employees a reprieve from being
forced to join Social Security, despite
warnings it could rupture the entire
$165 billion package to bail out the
beleaguered system - and possibly
draw President Reagan's veto.
The Senate approved by voice vote
the amendment championed by Sen.
Russell Long, D-La., to delay coverage for new civil servants until after
Congress establishes a supplementary pension plan for them.
The vote came after an attempt by
Republican leaders to dilute Long's
amendment failed, 50-45.
The Senate, in its sixth day of debate, was expected to approve the
rest of the package later yesterday
after clearing several minor amendments, and then proceed directly to a

Except for the coverage of new savings into the system during the
federal workers, the Senate bill hews rest of the 1980s.
to the sweeping recommendations of
The reforms also would wipe out all
the Social Security reform commission for a later retirement age, a six- of Social Security's $1.9 trillion prodeficit over the next 75 years.
month benefit freeze, a tax on benefits jected
The Senate bill would increase the
for more affluent retirees and steeper retirement
age to 66 by 2015 and cut
payroll taxes.
initial benefits for retirees in the next
Long's amendment still would force
Sen. John Heinz, R-Pa., said Social century by 5 percent.
the president and members of Congress to Join Social Security next Security, with its disability and surviIn contrast, the bill the House
vors insurance, would be a better deal
January.
for most federal employees, 26 per- passed 282-148 March 9 would raise
the
retirement age to 66 by 2009 and to
LONG SAID a delay was just "sim- cent of whom wind up with federal
ple justice... It's unfair to ask these pensions. "Two-thirds of the people 67 by 2027, but not cut benefits.
who are covered today end up with
people to buy a pig in the poke."
Social Security now pays $170 bilBut Sen. Ted Stevens of Alaska, the zero, zip, nothing," Heinz said.
lion a year in cash benefits to 36
assistant Republican leader,
The bailout plan would stave off the million retired or disabled workers
charged: "If your amendment
passes, we will never have govern- impending bankruptcy of Social Secu- and family members, as well as $53
ment employees under Social Secu- rity's old age trust fund in July and billion in Medicare health insurance
pump $165 billion in new revenues or for the aged and disabled.
rity."
conference with House negotiators to
work out differences.
Sen. Robert Dole, R-Kan., chairman of the Finance Committee, predicted Reagan would veto the rescue
bill If Long's amendment survives
that conference.

WASHINGTON (AP) - An aide to
Sen. John Glenn said yesterday
Glenn will announce his candidacy
for the 1964 Democratic presidential nomination April 21 at his
hometown of New Concord, Ohio,
but another aide said the date and
time were not certain.
Laura Logan, a press aide at
Glenn's presidential campaign office, said preparations were being
made for an official announcement
in a speech at John Glenn High
School.
Glenn's press secretary, Greg
Schneiders, said the time and place
of the announcement were not certain.
Schneiders said there was still a
possibility that some other site and
date would be chosen.
After his announcement, Glenn is
expected to travel to California,
Texas, Louisiana and Iowa.
The former astronaut already
has a large campaign staff operating in Washington.
Candidates who already have
declared for the Democratic nomination are former Vice President
Walter Mondale, Sens. Gary Hart
of Colorado and Alan Cranston of
California and former Gov. Reubin
Askew of Florida.

Weather
Sunny today with a high of 36. Clear
and cold tonight with a low of 26.
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New campus academic honorary organized
by Deborah Schmook
reporter

Juniors and seniors in the top 10
percent of their classes now may join
the Golden Key National Honor Society, a new honorary forming on
campus.
Darlene Frank, president of the
society and a Junior accounting/management information systems/International business major, said a need
existed for this honorary at the University. The purpose of the society is
to recognize upperclassmen on their
academic record only, she said.
"A lot of honoraries, especially
junior and senior honoraries are
based on extracurricular activities."
she said "This honorary is for people
who work full-or part-time but cannot
participate in extracurricular activ-

ites. We felt they needed to be recog- national scholarship fund and the
nized somehow for their high remaining $34 covers publication
academic achievement."
costs.
She said people who choose not to
Frank said the national honorary
work or participate in extracurricular eves two scholarships to each chapactivites and maintain high grades
r every year. The amount of the
have the chance to be recognized in scholarships is based on the number
this honorary. Students with a 3.3 of members, she said.
grade point average at the University
The larger the membership, the
are eligible for membership, she said. bigger the scholarship. "I thiiut it's
Other officers for the new honorary usually a $200 to $500 award," she
include Melissa Manny, vice presi- added.
dent, Cindi Hollingshead, secretary,
and Chris Under, treasurer. Dr. DaMembers continue to receive the
vid Hyslop, associate professor of annual publication, Concepts, from
business education, serves as adviser. the honorary as king as they keep
their addresses current, Frank said.
JOINING the society requires an iniDr. Robert Homes, an alumnus of
tiation fee of $40. Frank said six the University and professor of mandollars of the fee pays for receptions ?;ement and marketing at Southwest
at the University and ads in the paexas University, first suggested s
pers. Two dollars are placed in the Golden Key chapter form at the Uni-

versity. He told the national office be "Bob was going to come to Bowling
felt the University would benefit by Green and my friend suggested my
chartering the honorary.
name as a person to contact"
Founded in 1977 at the University of
She said Sheppard impressed her
Georgia, the honorary has 27 active with the Golden Key National Honor
chapters across the United States Society so she began looking for othwith 9,000 student members currently ers to help form the chapter.
enrolled. There are 23,000 lifetime Hollingshead decided to act as secremembers.
tary and said she started looking for
people to fill the other officer posiAFTER the national organization de- tions a week after Christmas break.
cided a chapter at the University
President Frank has several goals
would be plausible, regional director
the society at the University. She
Bob Sheppard was sent to the Univer- for
wants to start a honors alliance to
sity to form a charter. He contacted unite
all honor societies on campus
Hollingshead, a senior secretarial ad- and initiate
an Honors Week, feafurministration/business administration ingvarious speakers.
major, when he arrived.
The induction ceremony for new
"He works close with the University members will be Saturday, April 23,
of Michigan chapter and I have a at 7 p.m. in the Strawberry Patch of
friend there," Hollingshead said. Harshman Quadrangle.
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Time short for Mideast peace plan
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Even optimistic Arabs on the West
Bank believe time is running out of
President Reagan's proposal for a
solution of the Palestinian problem by

issue 99
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USG should control
ACGFA allocations
Last Sunday, while many students were preparing to
attend the Stray Cats rock concert, an event occurred on the 11th floor of Offenhauer which deserves
public notice.
The Advisory Committee on General Fee Allocations
unanimously passed a resolution requesting an extension of its budget for the 1983-84 school year. Some of the
reasons cited for the decision include:
• The general fee has increased about 40 percent since
1976, however, during the same time period, the ACGFA
budget has remained the same.
• Of the $5,588,430 general fees budget, only 4.5 percent
of the monies go to student organizations.
• Inflation has not been considered in allocating funds
from the total budget to ACGFA.
While we commend ACGFA on unifying their efforts
for the good of the student population at the University,
we think ACGFA has a much greater problem than the
lack of funds.
The main problem lies in the structure of the committee. Instead of being part of the student government
(where the power of the purse should rightfully lie), the
allocation process was made "independent" in 1970 and
now comes directly under the University administration
via the Dean of Students.
The present structure weakens both the Undergraduate Student Government (unless the government has
the power to allocate funds, what power do they really
possess?), and denies ACGFA the power and credibility
that comes through being a part of the recognized
student government.
Another problem is in the present election process for
the five "at-large" members of ACGFA. With less than
one percent (135 students) voting in this semester's
ACGFA election, and only 113 students voting last year,
the "at-large" members can hardly be called "representatives". The responsibilities members of ACGFA
have should make it apparent thai the election should be
held at the same time USG representatives are elected.
We are not in favor of disbanding ACGFA, but we do
propose the administration take steps to put the power
of allocating student funds back under the student
government where it belongs. We think this can successfully be done in the following ways:
• Make ACGFA a standing committee under USG.
• Continue to let the 10 major organizations appoint
representatives to ACGFA.
• Give the president and vice president of USG two of
the five "at-large" seats, since they are voted on by the
student body, and are therefore campus representatives.
• Have three "representatives at-large" voted on by the
student body at the same time of the fall semester USG
representative elections.
• Rotate the chair of the committee yearly from the
following five groups: USG, Black Student Union,
Commuter Off-Campus Organization, Resident Student
Association, and Women for Women.
• Require the recommendations receive a majority vote
approval through USG.
The importance of ACGFA needs to be recognized by
students. The rightful authority of USG over the allocation of student funds needs to be recognized by the
administration. The general fees of students need to be
used where they will benefit students most; and only
students are qualified to make this determination.
We feel the above plan is a viable solution to a
problem which has plagued student organizations for 13
years.
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negotiations between Jordan and Israel. So a central task of American
diplomacy is to show that men can
shape their own destinies and that
governments can assert some control over events. One way is to sever
the proposed Palestinian talks from
the issue of Lebanon by appointing a
separate negotiator of international
reputation.
Mayor Elis Freij of this town provides a good measure of the mood. He
is a Christian Arab with an undoubted
following among many Palestinians.
The Israelis tolerate him, and so does
the Palestine Liberation Organization. He enjoys the esteem of King
Hussein of Jordan, and he is optimist)? that the king will move constructively in response to President
Reagan's urging to join Egypt and
Isreal in negotiations for Palestinian
autoromy. But after that, Mayor
Freij sees the Reagan initiative sinking into the sands. At lunch the other
day, he said:
"K'ng Hussein may announce willingness to enter negotiations before
the month is over. But among many
conditons, he will have to insist that
there also be a delegation of Palestinian Arabs. The Israelis and the PLO
will want a voice in choosing the
delegation. There will be months of
bickering and then it will be too late."
Growing Israeli settlements on the
West Bank are on ticking mechanism
that threatens, in Freij's view, to
make it too late. The mayor cites
Israeli figures to show thai by 1990
there willbe 100,000 Jewish settlers on
the West Bank. In the course of a
quick tour, he convinced me that
construction has indeed gone on
apace, not only on the outskirts of
Jerusalem, but also in such densely
settled Arab centers as Hebron and
Bethlehem. In view of Prime Minister
Begin's repeated violations of pledges
to limit settlements, a moratorium on
futher building would be an important
gauge of Israeli good faith.
Nevertheless, the basic fact is that
only 35,000 Jews have settled on the

LETTERS,

West Bank since 1967. That is a demographic drop in the bucket of 790,000
Arabs. Volunteers do not come easily,
and the Israelis will always be a small
minority on the West Bank. So, rhetoric aside, the pace of settlement
does not automatically foreclose successful negotiations to self-rule by the
Palestinian Arabs on the West Bank.
The second ticking mechanism,
cited by Freij, is the political status of
moderate Arabs prepared to negotiate. Assume Hussein does agree,
and that be joins President Hosni
Mubarak of Egypt in a new round of
talks of Palestinian autonomy. If the
talks drag, and especially if Israel
keeps forces in Lebanon, radical Arabs - led by Syria and including
elements of the PLO - will direct a
machine-gun fire of abuse on Hussein
and Mubarak. It is not clear how long
they can stand the pressure, especially if Saudi Arabia gives way and
cuts off financial subsidies.
But Hussein has a powerful card to
?lay against the PLO. If leaders like
asser Arafat don't support him in
the negotiations, he can cut off their
access to his captial, Amman. Thus
proscribed, and also banned from
Beirut, the PLO would be condemned

to dispersal in half a dozen different
capitals - all remote from the population Tenter of the Palestinian Arabs
on the West Bank.
To be sure, Hussein will not move,
and Israel will not show any give,
unices there is a push from Washington. So the decisive ticking mechanism, for Freij and others, is the
approach of the American presidential campaign. It is conventional
wisdom here - endorsed anew by
Jimmy Carter as his explanation for
failure to make good on the promise of
Camp David - that once a campaign is
on, American policy in the Middle
East is paralyzed by the Jewish
lobby.
In fact, any president worthy of the
office can neutralize the Jewish lobby
at this time. What is required is the
designation of a well-known figure
with standing in both parties as a
presidential representative in charge
of the Palestinian problem. Such a
figure would not only prevent the
Jewish lobby from playing off the two
paries in American politics. The right
choice would make a wide range of
other benefits available.
King Hussein and the Palestinian
Arabs could be buoyed up. The mod-

University alumnus
praises former teacher

Falcon basketbatters
gave all they could

I am writing this letter in reference
to a certain Business Education Department faculty member, Mr. Ken
Green. While I was a student at BGSU
it was my good fortune to have Mr.
Green as my instructor and advisor.
To say that I respect and admire him
is an understatement.
It's been my experience that Mr.
Green's desire to be of assistance
goes far beyond the norm. Some of the
things I myself wish to project most
as a teacher I learned from him. Not
from classes or books but by his
example.
On "behalf of myself and all your
students, I would like to thank you.
For your caring attitude, abundance
of assistance and your friendship.

To all those devoted BG fans that
made the long trip to East Lansing,
you know it was well worth the effort
and cost it took to get there. To those
fans that didn't make it - too bad, you
missed quite a show!!
I've never seen such pride, determination, and courage displayed by a
basketball team as I did last Friday
night by eight men in Bowling Green
uniforms. Going into a game in unfamiliar surroundings, against a team
that outsized them at every position,
the Falcon cagers gave completely of
their heart and souland put forth a 120
Krcent effort. They represented the
\C very well and proved that they
can play with the Big 10 schools. With
a little bit of luck and a few better
calls by the officials, and it would be
Bowling Green moving into the second round of the tournament. It's for
certain that Michigan State will not
only remember us as a hockey power,
but also as a basketball power!
To all the Falcon cagers, we salute
you and thank you for a fantastic and
exciting season. You have nothing to
be ashamed of this year. Falcon cagers and fans - hold your heads him
and be proud, because WE ARE THE
CHAMPIONS!!!

Rude basketball fans
ruined a good game
I recently had the honor of sitting
with some of BG's class fans at the
OU game on Saturday night. I'm a BG
fan but I do not go overboard with my
preference for Bowling Green.
BG has some of the most ignorant
and rude fans there are in the MAC.
The remarks made toward OU players, cheerleaders, fans, and the referees were totally uncalled for and not
very classy. People this stupid have
no business at a basketball game. You
could put what these so-called "fans"
know about the game of basketball
into a B-Band still have room for what
they know about manners.
I am ashamed to sit near people
who embarrass themselves and the
school like this. OU fans probably
have no respect for BG because of
some of these idiots. Not to be outdone, the OU fans had some cheers
that could be done away with. The B&S-U-C-K-S cheer really showed tons
of sportsmanship. The OU drum corps
drowning out the BG pep band could
also be done away with. No one in the
arena could tell what these guys were
supposed to be playing.
I would like to see fans appreciate
the game of basketball. I applaud
great efforts by both teams because
recognizing talent is part of the game.
People who only see one side of a
basketball game are sure missing
what the game is all about.
If these bums have ever.played
organized basketball, they would understand the point I'm trying to make.
I doubt if the BG players appreciate
having their fans behaving in this
manner. These actions only ruin the
game for everyone.
Michael Henry
10S Kohl Hill

The president himself does not follow events closely. His national security adviser, William Clark,
automatically resists broad delegation of power. There remains Secretary of State George Shultz, with his
vast prestige. He could himself be the
Palestinian negotiator, or Insist on a
nominee of his choice. But the Shultz
policy, so far, seems much more
directed to avoiding bad things than
to nuking creative arrangements for
good things to happen.
Joseph Kraft is a columnist for the
Los Angeles Times Syndicate.
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Rich Roadruck
Indian Hills. Colorado

■erate elements of the PLO could be
shown that unless they give support,
history will pass them by. Saudi Arabia, by elaborate consultatation,
could at least be prevented from
disruptinc the process. It is even
possible the generous impulses in the
Reagan initiative could be made to
penetrate the closed fastness of Menachem Begin's mind.
Mayor Freij asked me if I thought
the Reaean administration would
name such a mediator. "Why not?" I
responded. But in my head I knew a
lot of reason why not.

TlmKalb
OCMB 2693
Cathy Dray
OCMB 1331

Students might try
thinking about Issues
Well, the student body has done it
again. Last week a column was
.printed addressing the question:
''Why do students persist on making
dirt paths across campus?" Before I
seriously entertain myself with the
answer to such a question I would like
to ask the student body, and all those

affiliated with the University, is that
all you have to say? Is there not
something on your mind which you
would like to communicate to other
people that contains a bit more substance? Perhaps controversial even.
Is our generation being mentally complacent? Are all the problems of the
world (the nation, the state, etc.) so
far from our realm of experience that
we must entertain our minds with
such trivial rhetoric?
Upon answering those and numerous others are we going to be addressing questions of wider significance
such as, 'Why is the sky blue?* or
'What are the social ramification of
snow?' I hope to think not. We are
rational, logical human beings capable of reasoning and I hope capable of
generating stimulating and pertinent
conversations. So, maybe they're in a
hurry Mr. Wiseman.
Michael A. Bush
OCMB 0764

A very special letter
from a second grader
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by Bates & Moore
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RESPOND
The BG News Opinion Page is the
forum for comments rearticles in The News or
it issues concerning the
University and its community.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Please include
Cir address and phone number
verification.
Letters to the Editor should not
be longer than 200 words and guest
columns should not be longer than
500 words.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous. All submissions are subject to condensation.
Address your comments to:
Editor
The BG News
106 University Hall
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issues Insanity plea given

Center surveys
by Steve Gottlieb
reporter
Hidden on the third floor
of Hayes Hall is one of the
University's best-kept secrets - the Bowling Green
Population and Society Research Center.
Composed of professors
from eight departments,
the center does research
on a variety of social issues, Theodore Groat, sociology professor and
director of the center, said.
Their most recent project was the Greater Toledo Survey in which

residents of Toledo and the
surrounding area were
asked about the quality of
life in Toledo, according to
Groat.
Groat says the center
was started 17 years ago
by Dr. Paul Scott, psychology professor, to study aggression and related
subjects in humans and
animals.
While Scott was head of
the center, it produced two
books on aggression,
according to Groat.
When Scott retired,
Groat directed the center
and broadened its focus.
THURSDAY STUDENTS
WITH VAUD ID'S

"We've gotten grants
and contracts from the
state and federal government to do studies and
have published countless
other articles." Groat said.
AMONG THEM are a
study on energy conservation for Ohio, the consequences of being an only
child and fertility and family planning for the federal
government.
Groat said the center
also serves as a resource
center for Ohioans who
need survey research or
demographic data on Ohio.
Jerry Wicks, survey di-

according to Groat.
This informality extends
to the center's weekly
meetings which consist of
discussing upcoming projects over a brown bag
lunch, according to Groat.
Upcoming projects,
according to Groat and
Wicks, include further interpraUtion of the Greater
Toledo Survey, a new survey on a specific facet of
life in Toledo, such as rec-"
nation, and a data sheet
describing characteristics
of all Ohio counties for use
by junior high schools.

COLUMBUS (AP) - The
trial of a Columbus physician accused of raping 38
women, to begin yesterday
morning, was delayed Indefinitely after he made a
last-minute plea of innocent by reason of insanity
to the 98 felony charges
against him.
Minutes before his trial
was to begin, lawyers for
Dr. Edward Franklin
Jackson Jr. asked Franklin County Common Pleas
Judge G.W. Fais to approve the new plea, which
came in addition to Jackson's earlier innocent plea.
The judge granted the

Before You Leave
For Break Stop At
Jack's Bakery
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assured its alleged victims
they can have their day in
court"
FAIS AGREED to permit Jackson to be evaluated by Dr. Philip Marks,
an Ohio State University
psychiatry professor. He
also ordered that Jackson
be evaluated by psychiatrists at the Southwest Forensic Psychiatry Center
in Columbus.
Fais set s hearing for
1:30 p.m. May 27 to determine the progress of the
mental examinations.
Asked when the trial might
begin, Morgan said,
"We're looking at June or
July, probably."
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motion.
"I don't think I have anv
discretion under the statute," he said.
Assistant Prosecutor Edward Morgan protested,
saying more than 100 witnesses, including more
than 30 rape victims, had
been subpoenaed for the
trial. Some witnesses had
come from as far away aa
Colorado and New York,
Morgan said.
"This defendant was arraigned six months ago.
This is the second time this
defendant has asked for a
continuation in this trial,"
Morgan said. "The state
has over and over again
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Bagels Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagels j

3RD BIG WEEK

THE VERDICT,

rector and sociology professor, says random
sample surveys are very
accurate, despite what
some people say.
"People look at the Nielsen's and wonder how they
determine who's watching
what, but by golly, they
work," according to
Wicks.
Anyone with an interest
In social research can Join
the center, according to
Groat, because membership is very informal.
"Nobody's ever been officially invited to loin or
officially invited to leave,"

•

203 North mate

One Coupon Per Order

Cakes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagels * j

THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN
Graduate Students and Faculty
825 Third Street: Nicely arranged one bedroom
apartments for fall. Rents start at $260 per month
including heat and hot water. A quiet place maintained exclusively for graduate students, faculty,
and very mature undergraduates.
Undergraduates
841 Eighth Street: Only one apartment left for
fall. Two bedrooms from $230 per month.
Unequivocally, the best deal in town for students.
Faculty and Staff
Manville Manor: 755 Manville. $290 per month.
Four months free rent. 12 month lease only.
Unquestionably the best apartment value in B.G.
Two bedrooms;' bath" and one-half. The new
Manville Manor is worth looking at.
Make us an offer for your
summsr apartment.
We're open from 11:00 to 7;00 Weekdays and from
10:00 to 5:00 Saturdays. Sunday by appointment.
Call Jon Mossey at 354-3951 or 352-2791.
Stop by our model at 755 Manville!
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$39
SPRING
BREAK
SPECIAL

fake the break al the Hyatt
•fteaency Tampa. Just $3°a
night, four to a room.
Beaches 15-25 minutes
away. Ten minutes to Busch
Gardens. Close to Disney
World^pcot and all the
major Florida attractions.
Pool and sun deck S1.00
drinks at Happy Hour and
deluxe rooms in a sparkling
new hotel
Call today tor reservations
— this special otter good
March 30 to April 3,lwtih
this ad.) .

HYATT REGENCY0TAMFA

University Village
NOW LEASING
•Close to campus, banks and fast food .
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid
Tenant pays electric only

Two Tampa City Center
Phone813/225-1234 Ext. 7200

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983

OFFICE HOURS

•Summer rates available

Mon-Fri 9-5
Sat 9-12
PHONE
352-0164

RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE
BEHIND WENDY'S.

EAST MERRY APARTMENTS
916 E. Merry AVMM

list mint units 1425 MM I electric
rrsinsi • i/z M.-siisi/sini tunm) I use.
12 M.-S1.MW/UR (S40O/IM) I MM.

sayaMi H imisisr

EI6HTH STREET APARTMENTS
803-115 EI9MI Slrtal

ATTAfc»AC(TVC£NIW

354-3951

4/30/83

■■COUPON!

FHIHiSkM • 1/2 M. $250 I |» I IlK.
12 m. 12251 iis I Mte.

uniurnisltd rates sviiisMs
mlliue with a SMJO secerlty Hw.li
224 E.

182-1717

Preferred Properties Co.

B35 High St. ■ Rental Office Phone 352-9378

21 S. Ocean Ave.

Daytona Beach
5 Levels of Entertainment
Directly on Daytona Beach
Top 40 Entertainment
2 Disc Jockeys
2 Dance Floors

#

1 NIGHTCLUB IN
DAYTONA BEACH

located it New Chvrywood Health Sp»
Apartment Complexes
9:00 - 4:30 Monday • Friday
Haven House- '535/mo.
Piedmont-8lh & High St.- '375/mo.
Birchwood Ptoce-650 Sixth St.- '400/mo
Meadowlork-818 Seventh St.- '400/mo.
707 Sixth St.- '400/mo.
Smoll Bldqs.-Manville between 6th & 7th St.- '350/mo
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Brother Jim's Lounge
3150 E. Commercial Blvd.

Next to M*A*S*H - We are the B-E-S-T.

Ft. Lauderdale
3 levels of entertainment
Uve Rock "N" Roll Bands
Top 40 D.J.

FT. lAUDERDALE'S
I NIGHTCLUB

Secure Your Apt. Before Spring Break
Then You Can Relax

Efficiency-Furnished
S22S/mo Al utilities paid
Unfurnished $200/mo aepente bedroom

amnwrnmnnvk
CompLt. tocllltt*. lor mar. and >—wir '
•My*o Spo WNTIBMI
1.4.01 HaoM Pool
■M.lei Sauna
Han larapi
•Shawar MOMOB*
*Mwr>SuMt
•Comala*. EaarcH. Equl*m*n<

SPECIAL IXTHAS AT CHHRYWOOO SPA
•ProlaMlanally quoMtad WMrvtMn ens' MoH
•OuMtfa iwMIx
Hovncn/viadi oar

nutm, iu.,,1.
viner nomeie

Houses. ettkHendes; 1 bdrm
Furnished ft Unfurnished

*t/f

Miss What?
Haven't You Heard All About It?

Furnished
S270/mo Al utSrrJe* pex)
Unfurnished
$250'mo
Furnished
$28S/mo tenant pays light*
Unfurnished
$285/mo

ALL PREFERRED PROPERTIES RENTALS INCLUDE
MEMBERSHIP TO CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA.

ONLY 2 DAYS TO

Don't Miss It!!

ME A DOW VIEW: 214 Napoleon R. 352-1195
Bedroom
Bedroom
Bedroom
Bedroom

*yt /%

SECURE YOUR LEASE
BEFORE BREAK

HOUSES
Fsstures:
2 bedroom ■ carpeted & furnished
Gas heat • gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas In each building
Residents pay only lights
Lots ot closet space
tVibath
1 bedroom - carpeted and furnished
Cablevision available
Gas Hot Water - Landlord Pays
Trash Removal - Landlord Pays

t
1
2
2

Hu

•
•
•
•

One and Two Bedroom - Furnished & Unfurnished
Landlord Pays Utilities except Elec.
Even Cable is Paid
Units Located on Palmer Ave., Summit St.,
and Napoleon Rd.
Come Out Today - Hours 9:00-5:00
Phone 352-9135
400 Napoleon Rd.

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
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Adapted
Aquatics
Applied
Everyone remembers the accomplish- is very rewarding," she said. "All of us
ment felt the first time they could go under need it. Some can only get it in the water."
She said the best part of the program is
water without holding their nose or unclenching their hands from the wall of the using the pool where games of any kind can
pool. But for many people last Sunday, just be used either to have fun or for a special
stepping inside a pool was an accomplish- objective such as motor performance or
water adjustment.
ment.
Priest said one reason it is good that
Residents of the Portage Home and
Sunshine Family Home helped those in- handicapped persons learn to swim is so
they
they will be able to participate in it as a
volved in the Adapted Aquatics workshop
over the weekend at the Student Recreation family recreation.
But Priest said there is a Tine line between
Center apply their learnings.
Louise Priest, author of the America Red fear and trauma, and if a person is scared
Cross textbook used for teaching swimming of the water, he should not be forced into
to the handicapped, helped prepare Univer- the experience.
Working with the handicapped can be a
sity staff and others as instructors in
adapting water safety courses for the men- rewarding experience, according to Priest,
tally or physically disabled persons adding they can learn a lot more than we
throughout the weekend. She is also one of give them credit.
the most respected authorities in the field of
"THEY'RE MORE highly motivated
aquatic education for handicapped perbecause they have more needs," she said.
sons.
The American Red Cross first became "That is a fun teaching experience. You're
involved in adapted aquatics after World offering an experience people can't get
War II to provide therapy to handicapped anywhere else."
And aside from this, she said the affecveterans. The program then was called
Swimming for the Handicapped. Since that tion and thanks a teacher receives is a
time, the program has changed its focus rewarding experience.
Priest has been in the field for 10 years
from disability to ability.
and wrote her book from observing many
SPONSORED BY the school of health, other programs, talking to people in the
physical education and recreation, the field and medical readings on those with
workshop focused on disabilities and how disabilities and what causes them.
The University offers an adapted aquatic
they affect a person, how disabilities can be
facilitated and how to adapt teaching course and in the future the school of
HPER plans to offer an aquatic major,
methods to every individual.
Priest, who is director of the Council for according to director of acquatics Tom
National Cooperation in Aquatics, Stubbs, which would prepare a person to be
Evansville, Ind., said swimming can be a an aquatic director.
Priest has presented workshops in 48
freeing experience for persons who have
restrictions on bone and muscle movement. states and soon will travel to New Zealand
"It is a knowledge of independence that and Australia.

THURSDAY NIGHT
MARGARITA
AID

TACO NIGHT
ALL THE TACOS 70U UK EAT
FOR $125

SUNDANCE
110 N. Main

352-1092

INDIAN RIVER APTS.

Be safe on Break - Don't drink and drive

4th & Elm St.

M?»MiiinM^i"»T»»mnwiiiininl

• Exquisitely designed
• 2 bdrm. loft apt.
• Vailed ceilings
• 2-car garage
• Lots of space
• Ultra-large balconies
• Laundry facilities
$560.00 & elec. per month
Call 35.: 4380,10-3, Sunday-Thursday
or 352-7361,3-7, Monday-Friday.

MINI-MALL I
BEAIJJTY SALON
Haircuts $5.00
^

Blowdry $5.00
190 S. Main, BG
352-7658

t.tULM.H.1111I M.M.I Uttlt tJ.MJMJ 111«111 a
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University Courts

Now Leasing

<™f

GREENBRIAR APARTMENTS
215E. PoeRd.

SAT 9-12

•Close to campus, banks and fast food
•Dependable maintenance
•ALL heat, water, and trash pick up paid for
Tenant Pays Electric Only
Summer Rates Available
Rental Office located in Amherst Village
Behind Wendy's

THE HUTCH
PET SHOP
Fine Pels A Supplies
Wholesale A Rental

10 gallon tank $5.99

All Tropical Fish $2.00
and under 2 for the
price of One (WITH
COUPON)
Must present this coupon
1011 South Main St., Bowling Green
Phone 332-8459
Mon.-Sat. 11:00-8:00
Sun. 12:00-5:00

Bob London

Congratulations on your Lambda
Chi Alpha Consultant's Job

Furnished:
1 person rate
2 person rate
EFFICIENCIES
Furnished

91/2 mo.

$200.001 elec.
$225.00 & etoc.

12 mo.

$185,00 4 elec.
$200.00 4 elec.

91/2 mo.

$165.00

12 mo.

$150.00

unfurnished rates available

3520717

"We'll Save
You Money'

Greenbiar Inc.

Love, Your Brothers
224E.Wooster

Now Leasing for
Fall 1983-84
ROCK LEDGE MANOR
850 Sixth St. at South Coligt
2 DMrootn turn. apt.
2h.Hbathi
cabb vWrn-dtthwaahtr
4 x 10 Manga bckar

BUCKEYE BOYS
STATE ALUMNI
IF YOU* ATTENDED

BBS
$535 per month
-9 month lease
Owner pays heat and water

BOGGS REAL ESTATE
cat 352-384111-3 or 354-1120

PLEASE CALL
THE CONFERENCE
OFFICE

2-2241
THANKS
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Simpson deserving of award
by Randy Davidson
sportj reporter

The recent and first-time naming of Bowling Green gymnastics
coach, Charles Simpson, as MidAmerican Conference gymnastics
coach of the year, may be long over
due.
Simpson coached this year's
Falcons to a 7-1 MAC record and 116 overall - in winning their second
MAC Championship in a row. The
Falcons lost only to Kent State in
the MAC during the regular season, and they went undefeated at
home, posting a W) record. In dual
meets, the Falcons lost only to
Michigan State, to record a 6-1 dual
meet mark. They also lost to Oklahoma, Ohio State, and Kentucky,
which are very strong teams.
Last year's championship team
was 4-1 in the MAC, while winning
seven and losing just four dual
meets, but Simpson was denied
MAC coach of the year. The Falcons' losses last season were
against Ohio State. Indiana, Illinois
and Eastern Michigan.

Undf flt.du.1. Slud*»l Qov.rnm.nl

tics club. Although he had no real
training in gymnastics, he acquired an interest in the sport
because, "it looked like fun." Simpson taught himself what he
needed to know. In 1963, he graduated from SW Missouri State with
a degree in education.

But Simpson's coaching, along
with some fine gymnastic performances throughout the 1982-83 season, enabled the Falcons to beat
Illinois, Indiana, and EMU, while
also defeating Auburn and Memphis State.
In Us past nine years at BG.
Simpson is one of the school's most
successful and probably least recognized coaches. He now holds an
81-20-1 dual meet record, for an
.802 winning percentage. And Simpson's 1981-82 Falcon
team was the first in the program's
history to win the MAC.
Prior to the '82 MAC victory,
Simpson coached the Falcons to an
undefeated season in I960, with an
overall 11-0-1 record. Ana in 1979,
he guided the Falcons to winning
the Ohio Associaton of Intercollegiate Sports for Women (OAISW)
Championship.

In 1965, Simpson went to the
University of Missouri as a graduate assistant and gymnastics
coach for the men's club team. In
1966, he began teaching and coaching women's gymnastics at UM in
Kansas City. Then it was on to
Indiana, where in 1970, Simpson
became head coach of the women's
gymnastics team. He was working
on his doctorate in physical education at III, also.
It was 1974 when Simpson took
over as bead coach at BG. Simpson
wasted no time in establishing a
succesful women's gymnastics
program, which can join other
more well-known winning sports
teams that have become a tradition
over the past several years.

Simpson's interest in gymnastics didn't enter his life until he was
a student at Southwest Missouri
State, where he formed a gymnas-

Bender battles 'back*to help BG
by Randy Davidson
sports reporter

In May 1961. gymnast Julie Bender
had major spinal surgery, in which
two steel nine-inch rods, about the
width of a pencil, were permanently
put in her back to prevent the spine
from curving.
Bender has since recovered from
the painful surgery, and has led Bowling Green's women gymnasts to this
year's Mid-American Conference
Championships, their second title in a
row. She earned a place on the allMAC team for her outstanding performance in the vault.
Although a fine season has ended
for the Falcon team. Bender advances to the NCAA regionals in Morgantown, W.Va., on Saturday
evening.
With perennial powerhouse teams
like Perm State, Ohio State, New
Hampshire, and West Virginia, competing in the regionals, Bender looks
for the competition to be very tough.
But Bender is no newcomer to
Cirforming in a regional meet. Before
ansferrine to BG in the fall of 1982,
she led the University of Louisville to

two consecutive Southern Region II and she liked what she saw. "I liked
Championships, in 1980 and 1981. The the school, the coach, and I fell in love
Cardinals went on to the nationals with the campus," Bender said of her
both of those years, finishing eighth visit. She also considered the "cenand then 13th, respectively.
tral" location of BG: with her homeAs a freshman Louisville, Bender town near Grand Rapids, Mich., and
and a teammate were named all- her boyfriend going to school in DayAmericans. "That was the highlight ton, Bender thought of BG as the ideal
of my career." Bender said. I was location.
BG coach Charles Simpson offered
really honored - it's something 111
never forget." It was also during her Bender a full-scholarship, whereas
freshman year that Bender scored a some schools offered none or only a
partial scholarship. Thus, Bender
career-high 37.5 Doints.
But in her third year at UL, in grabbed the BG offer. And after a
January 1982, Render learned that the somewhat slow start this season, she
school was doing away with its estab- picked up where she had left off at
lished and successful g> mnastics proEam, because of budget cuts and
It was during mid-season, when the
en the resignation of the head
coach really stressed conditioning,
coach.
Although she had completed two- such as running and doing situps, that
and-a-half years of school at UL, helped Bender to progress substanBender was intent on continuing her tially. Since mid-season, she has
gymnastics career. Therefore, she placed first all-around in four of five
sent letters to several schools, ex- meets, plus her victory at the MAC
plaining that she just had spinal sur- meet.
This weekend, Bender hopes to
gery and might not be up to par right
away, but was willing to expend her place in the top 10 all-around. She
time and energy to continue on in the looks for her best performance to be
in the vault, which may help her
sport she so dearly loves.
Bender visited BG in February 1982 achieve this goal.

Call Us Now
For Close To Campus
Summer Rentals

ELECTIONS" ARE
COMING SOON...

*
*
*
*

Petitions are now available
for President, Vice President and
At-Large Seats.
Pick up your petition at 405 Student Services
Petitions will be due April 5th

^^"^^^^^^^^l~"jpk

352-1504

SEE US BEFORE HEADING SOUTH!
Perms with Haircut $30.
Precision Haircuts $8.

516 E. Wooster
$1.50 off any 16" (1) item or more Pizza, Pick-up or
Dining Room only, this offer not good with any other
coupon or on any specials.

With Ron, Mindy, and Dianna
WE'RE FIGHTING

ugggj&tfyi

Stadium Plaza ROMAN'S 352-2107
».

~.

Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
East Merry Apartments
352-0717

$1.50

... -. —». .i..«^w.*..-rv.~ ft—"

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
Is Now Accepting Applications For

Expires 3-27-83

$1.50

i
-J

BGSU'S MOST EXCITING NIGHT SPOT ISN'T
IN BOWLING GREEN

OBSIDIAN EDITOR
Applications are available
at 106 University Hall

Miiirwuiimifiimu
Got a specia talent?
Come share it with the rest of us!

Local Talent Auditions April 4 & 6,8;30-11:30
p.m. in the faculty for Local Talent Program April 15
&16.
Sign up In UAO offleo for W-15 mln. audition.

i ■■ m ■■ in ■■ ■■■ ■■

JOHN NEWL0VE
REAL ESTATE
FROM HOUSE AND APARTMENTS
ALL SIZES AVAILABLE!
SOMETHING TO PLEASE EVRY0NE!
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BUTTONS
THURSDAY
with both

WFAL ROCK NIGHT
and

I POUNDER NIGHT
EVERY THURSDAY BUTTONS BUS
AT
8:30, 9:30,10:30....

SIGN YOUR LEASE NOW
ANDRELAX0VER
SPRING BREAK
John Newlove Real Estate
319 E. Wooster
352-6553
(close to campus)
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874-2254
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CLASSIFIEDS
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otavuaiciTr nan* Mr«i tor nav-orsn uKiraiiMaiiKnnd

LOST BROWN LEATHER WALLET
AT UPTOWN SAT MOW IF FOUND
PLEASE CALL 372-1798 NO QUESTIONS ASKED MONEY NOT IMP . I
NEED MY IDS.
Parry-P* 04 bare contact* lound by
Music 8Kkj Cat Mark 2-4854

Oew*n. k« al M«| * 2 My> MAx. pubkwkon M 4 00 p m Fries* el 4 00 p ai. * I*
IllM I to HTuesdayaaeaa.
niimutonraarei miii IMMIIII mii.tea Wi M

■IMS

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

Need ■ no* 10 Ft Lauderdak)'
HMiUgoylnaM 1/2 people to
ride. M or F: expenee* negot. Cal
On. 352-4002 or Lava 352-3328

March 24. 1083
WlilMWMKl^
■a ler Wull.nl TMIMBQ In any
major tar Fa*. IHI In KM GREATER
CLEVELAND AREA (MM or west
eubarba). the L0RAIN7ELYRIA
AREA or the FMCLAN0S AREA.
Beam *44, CoSat* ol Educetlon.
Dafloda Days Detfodls .* be Ud
In UnMrMy Hal on March 24 ( 25 to
haikaa Mae Amancan Cancer Society.

| WORLD STUDENT ASSOCIATION
AWWOUWCII
AVAILABLE AT
I PlMIIHIf Office
WBL1AMS HALL ML II

aunt— MARCH 25. mi

Rio* lor two needed
10 SOUTH CAROLINA OR VICINITY
during Spring Break WB halp with
expeneee. P.J 352-8880

Computerized typing On oampua.
exper . 5 pga, 1 00 raauma aama
day aarvlca Al raaumea. papari on
raquael Patmn on nac 2-3343
NEW PHONE NUMBER
IB* 16*0
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
■i WOOD COUNTY
ConManaM. personal cant
Special rates BOSU student*
Convanlanl aapuHiliiianU

TUTORING-BiWC Matl, Algebra. En
gash and nsadaig. Can after 8 p m
874-3348

TUCKER TVPRM
Cola gate, buemeaa. oaraonal
Nancy 352-0808
5ti Year Ful ame service
Proejaalonal Typing
Thee* Dkuertatione

3520835
TAXES TAXES TAXES
Tan I Accounting Service
fchort form 18, Long form S15 I urj
Proleeslonal Preperatton
HeeeanaKB* tastes
1007 N Man, BO
352-4340

SERVICES OFFERED

LOST AND FOUND

MuMan raamnoer at J19B5
Wei meet or beat any wrmen eeti
mala. Don't pay moralM Cat 3841278 for FREE eenmele' BO Muffler
Center 11086 Boiling Qraan R0

Al your typing needs
ddeeotonaly done

352-4017.

clinique: at macys

PERSONAL
GET INVOLVED
STUDENT COURT
la now accepting appecabona tor the
1883-84 court atafl The applications
ate a alabla In 405 Student Servicea. and mual be relumed by
March 25. 1883.
Questions'
Cell 372 2969
AMY PANSMITH. WHEN I'M IN NYC
NEXT YEAR THINKING OF POMMEHETTES. TIL THUK OF YOUI
THANKS FOR THE FUN TIMES ANO
BEING SUCH A GREAT POM PARTNER'! LOVE, 8HELLEE
ASSORTED SPRING 1 SUMMER
TOPS
Rag
S7 89-12 98 Near
I5.rw.7s. Jeans N' Things 531
Ridge SI
ATTENTION
JANE, ERM. BECKY, TAMM, AND
TERRI: BALL BUSTERS UNITE
FOR WHO ANO CRAZY TINES
THURSDAY NIGHT
LOVE, CAPTAIN BALL BUSTER
CHARLA. CONGRATULATIONS ON
BEING ELECTED ZBT UL SIS TREASURER FOR NEXT YEAR. I KNOW
YOU'LL DO A GREAT JOB! GOOD

LUCK! LOVE, LaV But

Your skin's best

.Come in for a

CMque! Women boMovo in ClWque because » works.
skin analysis with our trained ronsultants.,

HoHo-Four short years ago, you
pledged Alpha PH. Little dU you
know tie fortune and tame I would
bring hrst Panhel Pre*, (hen outstanding Greek woman, now Bald rap. I
know youl do a great Job, *van whan
you-sety, CB
Hudy Congrala on your new poaMon
with O'Neal I know youl be the best
buyer yet Good Luck CB
Jon Miislsl
Heppy MM Birthday I Law* You.

JOYEUX ANNTVEMAME
MOajaXA
FEUCITATIONS PE TON H ANSII
a treat ararrnop on Tnuredey. We
wM ha*a to get together and play.
Thumper again sometime! The
Brethars of 8.A.E. Fraternity.
Kappas.
We are looking forward to t he fir at
of many great parlies with you
today. 0*1 reedy tor an excellent
Base, The Brothers of Sigma Nu.

LAST CHANCE FOR YOU TO
Win free tuition or $650 cash
|n the Honor Student Aaaoc. Raffle
Any currency reg BOSU student
can win1 TICKETS 1-S1or6-$S
|al 231 AoMn a tables on campue
GET YOURS BEFORE BREAKi

Liaotte. Congrala on being selected
tor Mortar Board. USQ rap and any
other honorary, schorarstitp or oranization that I may have missed1 KD
lovaOonnataM

Congradulatlone to Pete Hoeemanand
Sherry Stun on their EN-DO lavalier
r*} The Brothers

Look tor N today
Free Wash Copon
Kat's Coin Laundry

Congratulations to W*e and Becky
on Ihe. Phi Pal pinning at Honky
Tonk The Brother*.

MAJ»>%IJMA0NES8IBCOaBNOIII

Congratulations to Doug Fewer on
being named brother ol the weak.
Thanks tor all your help will, social.
The Brothers ol Sigma Phi Epelkm.
Congnlul.llons lo Ih. SAE bowlera Joe Polo. SI... Flatko, Dare
Kolby and Ray Tomazlc lor winning
the all campus championship In
bowling Phi Alpha the brothers ol
8JLECCINGRATULATIONS ARE IN ORDER FOR DOUG AND RATS
GLAD TO HEAR ABOUT YOUR PHIPSI PINNING (ARE YOU GOING TO
WEAR IT TO SLEEP?) LOVE, A
FOURTH FLOOR FRIEND
DEBBIE MORILAK 1 KATHY RESETAR—Congratulations to my two favorite people lor making 1983-84
POMMERETTESI Wei have the eel
ebrahon party m Daytone Love. DebbH
Doug 8 Reeny. Happy 1 year anniversary Isn't t year a gift of porceJem?
Love al ol B G
FRESH DONUTS DELIVERED
EVERY MORNING
THE GETAWAY 352-4112
GAMMA PHI BETA
WISES EVERYONE A
GREAT BPRINO BREAK
Gopher. Tel Hoeehoed to rest easy
al a not lost Even Liz and Burt had
the. arguments and reconciliations
Have a real beach party In Florida. I'l
be Ihmtung ot you while I'm tvkig It up
with Roale. Pad and the Dynamic
Duo Always, Sadie
Happy Hour-Hobday Inn
Everyday. M day MTV
Every Nrghl. Al Mgnt
Heed South on Mam Street
lo THE GETAWAY Fraah Donuts.
OuaMy hand dipped lea Cream.
and defctoua aandwichea

Mar* Bronowtcz -Congrala on your
tob offers We know youl make a
m*on by age 251 DZ Love, your
stars

knew IW I SIM tMMIng ef you end
that I Leve Yoa s let. 'Uk* the

■CO.

kaj Women's Blnef-Sl 4 Oeeastea
R.oausteel LlS|all. Entrtee era
da* Tu*e., Apr. Vti. by 4:00 pea ki
10B SRC. A maiiaatei, capteki's
saaaBnf ■• a* held an Apr. tB at
■ rOO PM M aflajt SHC 00*1 TSX9ftC S) fftV
Ptay begin* laoo,. Apr. 11,1BBB.
Mey Sigma Nual
You Batter gat ready tor tonight
because **1 be thai* with our appeuteel Loire. The Kappas
SAE. PRICE
SAE PPJOE
TOMQHT AT BROKEN BOOTS
FLORIDA BAR THE FINAL COUNT
DOWN TO SPRING BREAK WILL
TAKE PLACE AS PABST BLUE RIBBON SPONSORS THE BEST PARTY
IN TOWN. UAO AND PABST HOBBIT TRAVEL TRIP MEMBERS WILL
BE COUNTBeQ DOWN THBR ARRIVAL TIME TO OAYTONA BEACH
WHLE THERE ARE GIVEAWAYS
AND BAR SPECIALS ALL NK3MT. IF
YOUR OttNQ TO FIOFIIOA OR NOT
COME HAVE A BLAST
To the ID. checker at Main St. leal
Thur*rJay-l hope I see you again
tonight! Plan on doing a lot ol amBng'
on Friday! Love, your not so secrel
admirer

FOR SALE. '81 RENAULT LE CAR.
DELUXE. StBaROOF. AAiniVTwa.
no rust. 37000 hwy miles.
S3496 00 Cat (313) 971-2278 or
1313)971-7323
Itand-made Eaatar gitta Bunny baskeH. chicks, ducks, slutted bunnies.
end happy flowers In pots. Cat 352
7986
Graduating Student most eel new
Smith Corona Typewriter, Teenies
end tieher Stereo System, reflex
camera Cat 352-3069
FOB BENT
CARTY RENTALS
Houses -Apertments- Rooms
B 12 month leases Summer Rentals
Al near Campus 352-7365
FREE months rent on our luty lurrashed stixso aparlmenu' Completely guiet and private. Plenty of
storage Ful kitchen and bathroom
We write our leases to (It your needs.
Good location Ctoee to restaurants
and stores CHARINO CROSS APTS
1017 S. Main St. 112-OSSO.
Newly raovjuoieted downstairs. 2
bdrm lor summer Only $300 > low
utaWea. eo)opont campua.354-1763.

Turn si Freddie end Frieda sppacaKma by Fndey

250 353-3855

UNE AUTRE FOM
JOYEUX ANNTVERSAIBE
MONaXA
WASH FOR LESS
AT THE WASH HOUSE

Paula Stewart-You w4 be a greet DZ
vobybal charrmaneloct Your Wed
ershrp eiperience w« make our team
a wvmor oz Love. Your sisters

WIN ISO
Buy a battoon raffle from the DZ'. In
Ih* union today. Balloons will be let
off *> turnitno. the Bete 600.

Renee. Maty, Nanc. Laura and Draw
Thanks for being such greet buddies
Hare a wW am* partying m Daytone1
I'l ma* you guys! Love Gretch

FOISALE

Summer Rente! Fum A Unlum
houses Relerences required. 3533855

WM SSS FOR FLOFMMIII
BUY YOUR RAFFLE TICKET TOOAY
FROM ANY KAPPA DELTA
DRAWING 3/84

Pie-Reg Needs You!
The 1963 Summer Pre-Registration
Stall « now accepting appbcalions
from rhoee sitereated in volunteering
their time It la a great opportunity to
meet the new students, and to d*velop your interparaonal atuas Each
vokjnter w* be entitled to one meal
for each day wonted This year Pre
Reg runs from June 27 July 22nd.
The applications are available m 405
Student Services, any questions call
3722843

Valuable Summer Experienoe! Counsekx PoaaMna open. Independent
Ivkig program for girts with primary
aaeoavy of mantel rater aatloii Cai
216-692-2018 or write INDEP. Inc .
487 Cet*i Rd . Richmond Hta . Ohio
44143

T-SMn acieenlng
If your not getting your shirts from
JEANS N' TWNOS
Your'r* probably paying loo much!!
Joene N' TMwua
Ml Ridge St

•Paddy MurphyPaddy slopped by the Unrv of Alabama at TuecaJooaa and picked up
acme SAE friends He's going to
Florida to party with some crazy
ooaag* aludante.

250 N MAIN

Privately owned apartments A house
southweet realdenBal area $175Now renting tor 83-84 school year
Houses end apartment* Bogoe Real
Estate 352-9467. 352-3841. 3541120
PARTY ROOM AVAILBLE
PREFERRED PROPERTIES
SIS HKJH ST.: 1S2-SS7I
CAMPUS MANOR APTS. Behind
Oexter'e. Apts lor 2,1,4 persons. I
112 or 12 mo. tease. Summer rat.
$47$ lor entire summer session.
Model open dally 11-4 352-1302 or
352-73S8 oinamnge.

WANTED

2- 1 bdrm. semi fum. apts aval for
aummar S Fat S200/mo includes
utl 2 Dels from campus Cat 3528586 efter 6 pm

F. Rnvnta needed urgenfty-now
through summtr-MBa 372-2031. S
am lo 5 pm M-F

2 bdrm apts . 9 mo leases for 4 at
$110 ee tor 3 at $120 ee. lor 2 at
$150 ea Also 1 bdrm apts Alnear
Cempus 352 7366.

WANTED 2 Or 3 FEMALE FtOOMATES FOR LARGE HOUSE 2
BLOCKS OFF CAMPUS
ANNIE
354-1800.
2 F RMTES NEEDED Sth ST APT
83/84 yi PAY ELEC t PHONE.
OAS PP. CALL TERRY 362-7727.

Now renting for summer. Two bedroom, fum apt Water, cable t.v pah)
tor A/C. parking lot. laundry (acuities
$400 for the aummar. $260 tor
shorter term Cat 352-7182

WANTED: 12 3 F TO SUBLEASE
APARTMENT FOR SUMMER CALL
352-7210.

2 bdrm . dean and quiet, lal semeslet 4 girts 362-6040 after 6

5 bdrm. house avaaabta for summer
1362-6666 1-6pm

3 bdrm. house to sublease thta summer Ctoee to campue Ph. 352
5869

TONIGHT THE COUNT DOWN TO
FLORIDA CONTINUES AT THE BROKEN BOOT FLORIDA BAR. PABST
BLUE RIBBON WILL SPONSOR GIVE
AWAYS UKE PABST T-SHIRTS,
FLORIDA POSTERS. TANNING TIME
FROM THE TANNING CENTER,
ALOE VERA TANNING PRODUCTS
ANO MORE IF YOU ARE GOING TO
FLORIDA OR NOT COME COUNT
DOWN TO SPRING BREAK'

3 mat*** lor *83-'84 school year. Big
house, dose lo campus Cat 352
5888

SHORT ON CASH FOR SPRING
BREAK? ENTER KAPPA DELTA'S
50(80 RAFFLE' WIN 1/2 OF CASH
PROCEEDS DROWING ON THURSDAY. MARCH 24
BUY YOUR
TICKET FROM ANY KD

HELP WANTED

701 IKJURTH: EXTRA SINKS IN
EACH BORM 2 bdrm turn, Laundry
rm In bunding Cat Newtove Manage
merit 352-5620

Bar Maid Wanted
Must be 21 years ol age
Apply Up-Down rnc Wed 1 3 only

606 1/2 E WOOSTER 2 BDRM
DUPLEX FREE HEAT" ACROSS
THE STREET FROM CAMPUS Cat
Newtove Menagemenl 352-5620

KIRK'S COIN LAUNDRY
offers a

FREE WASH
Good 1-7 pm Thursday, March 24
must present this ad
one coupon per customer
709 S. MAIN

SPRING SPECIAL!
If your hair's clean, we'll
cut it for just $9.95... or+
$12 w/shampoo & styling!

At SYSTEM SEVEN salons!

(form«jrly Command Performance-)
When the BEST haircutting in town costs
only $9.95 w/o shampoo and/or styling -or $12 for the works (reg. $14-$16J -- why
bother to go anywhere else?!
Who says we're best? Our customers!
Last year, we did 10,388 hairstyles right
here in Bowling Green -- and...
72.7% were REPEAT CUSTOMERS!
II you've not yet tried our salon, let's get
acquainted. We think you'll like our work!

system sevcrY
W

SIMPLE PLEASUKU INVENTORY
UOUaMTtON SALE. MS OFF ON
ALL laEBCHANOIAei TWO DAYS
ONLY APaaL t* B 11. DON'T BBSS
TMEBAVBKWI

THE HAINSTYUNO PLACE

HOURS: 10 to 9 Men-*rL 8 to 7 Sal, 12 to 8 Sunday
AppoMmants svallaMa for parma and ootortng
Bowling Qraan 382-6510 Frankan Prk Mad 472-S838
North Towna 8qr 470-7548 Woodviaa Mai 883-5393
(# Spaclal prloaa only at Bowling Qrsan
salon. Extra oharga for long hair.)

Babysitter kiBGfor7«IOyr. okttn
my home 6 30 pm 1 00 am Mon-Fn
Provide own trans Ph 352 5889 or
362-8813
SUMMER SUBLEASE
2 BORM OPPOSITE KOHL

352 5675

Health Club Attendant Utopia Health
Ckib 1600 WoodvBs Rd. MaXay.
Oh Rl 51 Apply m person 11-2. No
pup, naoaatary
MARKETING / MANAGEMENT
Notional Company has several openings m Onto daaa Flea) oriented
Marketing, an Management ot other
coasge students. Salary. Bonueea
and Expenses for right person Must
work al summer, car necessary
Please send work history, major area
of etudy. and dry you plan to Kv* In
for the summer to.
HYCTTE Corporaton
Attn Mr Markn
P O Boa 17064
Cleveland. OH 44117
M'A'S'HISOVER
and m 2 mos so » the 82-83 school
year Do you heve a summer Job yer?
National company has several positions aval for BG students It you're
hardworking S don't mind travel, send
a sell addressed env. S phone * to
P.O. Bon 103, BO OH 43402
OVERSEAS JOBS. STUDY. TRAVEL
Teaching EngSah aa a Foreign Language. Experience unnecessary Da>
tailed report 14 00.
BREAKTHROUGH COMMUNICATIONS, Suite 2-CP1233, 8716
Pfymouth street. Sever Spring,
Maryland 20B01.

315 12 MAIN: PRIVATE 2 bdrm.
fum. Extra storage area Cat Newtove
Management 352 5620
710 1/2 ELM LARGE 1 bdrm private
apt SkSng glass doors lo yard Cat
Newtove Management 352-5620

apartment tor Rent (Beginning Fall
Juet I minutes walk from B.G.S.U.
One BodnDom, fully furnished, just
$240 par month plus *l*otrlcHy(Heet. and water already paid for)
Ca« near Kryatsao, 362-6012.
Ou*t Summer Room and Apartment
We pay utaWaa Cal 362-4996
BAER RENTALS
VOTED BO'S/I LANDLORD
2 BORM APTS -1/2 B* 2 BOSU
SUMMER ANO FALL LEASES
382-4671 and 352 1600
Apt. to subtaaae tor summer, real
close lo oampua, 2 bedrooms, real
rue* tow rant 2 small rafrig's 4-safe
under $100. cal 362-4468 d 1
758-3169 oak tor Danaal.
2 bdrm fum apt.
newty fum. S carpet
362-2683
1 Bdrm Unfurnished Apt.
Dishwasher Storage, and Pod
Aval Now and FH 382-2276
Aval now: 3 bdrm. house tor lamey or
couple In ivafdenttal area: 2 bdrm.
tower duplex AJeo leasing tor aummar $ fat: 2 and 3 bdrm. apts. and
duplexes No pen 362-2073
1 bdrm apt low uta $176 mo no
leas*
Deposit required
Aval
tnmed 1-362-3110. 10-6pm.
ROOMS TO RENT Aval now, ctoee
to oampua. 1-267-3341

CRUISE SHIP JOBSi $14*28,000
Cambean. Hawaii. World. Cat lor
Quid*. Otectoty. Nee**"*! 1-916722-1111 Ext Bowling Qraan

SUMMER RENTALS. HOUSES AND
APTS CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 1-267
3341.

Don't let your Easter Break turn Into a
summer work haaoarhe. Earn $266
par araak Ihtt summer 352-7462

I BORM. HOUSE. 319 Pike ST
1983-84 school year.
Cat 1-267-3341.

stock .Ol
in^merica* !
The BG News wants to wish
eveiyone a happy and
sunny break.

